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Executive Summary

Product Owner: Jack Haley

Concept Description

Fly Fishing can be incredibly difficult, even the most experienced fishermen can struggle
finding the right fly to use. Having to re-tie flies takes away from your fishing experience while also
wasting your time. Introducing Fly Guide- a fly fishing app that allows fishermen to help other
fishermen out  by leaving notes on what fly they used to catch fish at a specific location, date, and
time.

Opportunity

The feeling of reeling in a fish is a feeling like no other, but with fly fishing, there is
significant amounts of work that goes in before that can happen. Before a fisherman can even cast
their line, there are multiple hours of preparation, which can heavily take away from the fishing
experience if not well prepared. With over 7 million fly fishermen in the United States and growing
every year, Fly Guide is the perfect tool to assist fishermen at any skill level and make their fishing
experience more enjoyable.

Innovative  Solution

Fly Guide is a location based app which allows  the user to view maps of waterways and see
where other people have fished. Upon selecting a certain location off of the maps, the user can
view notes on what flies were used to catch fish, at a  specific location, date, and time.  At the
conclusion of the user's fishing trip, they have the option to leave public or private notes at the
location they just fished at. Fly Guide also offers an in-app store, so users can purchase necessary
flies beforehand, and a premium subscription service for $7.99 monthly  which offers:

● Customizable display options
● Advanced Fly customization settings
● Tutorials on tying your own flies
● Fish spawning and migration information
● Enhanced personalizable notes
● Your Memories- A yearly playback of the locations and fish you caught

By offering surveys and reviews Fly Guide can continuously adapt to customers wants and needs.
As fly fishing constantly evolves around the weather and habits of fish, it is crucial that we can
overcome challenges and offer solutions quickly. Previous to the creation of Fly Guide, fishermen
have to continuously go through trial and error while tying on flies which wastes excessive
amounts of time. Using Fly Guide the user will be able to save time and money by knowing what
flies to purchase beforehand.

Value Proposition

Currently the best way to figure out what flies to use is by going to a local fly fishing store
and asking around to see what has been working at the location you're going to and then buying
the flies there. However, this is incredibly unreliable, as fly stores aren't open 24/7 and fishing



conditions are constantly changing. Being able to have information on flies that have been working
beforehand at specific locations, dates, and times will save the user immense amounts of time and
money, knowing what flies to buy. The initial target persona ranges from novice to expert
fishermen and they’d be able to purchase from Fly Guide through our online store or monthly
subscription service. Customers would want to buy from us not only to save time and money but
enhance their fishing experience, and we hope their reactions would be content.

Competitive Advantage

There are many other apps that offer fish finding, fly tying, fish routing, and fly
descriptions, but none that will show what flies could be useful as specific location, date or time.
One of the hardest things about fly fishing is finding a fly that actually works, fishermen would
prefer Fly Guide as it offers a solution to that problem and does everything else better than other
competing apps. Coming into the market, Fly Guide’s business model would mainly be centered
around building a community. After the user downloads the app, the Fly Guide team would be
highly responsive to the wants and needs of our users, sending surveys and reviews so we can get
feedback and make the app completely centered around our users. The goal would be to get our
users to recommend the app to their friends/ family etc, and to have that process repeat itself.

Entrepreneurial Team

The first key person that would need to be involved on the team would be someone with a
computer science background. This would be critical as we need people to be able to continually
run and develop the app. Next we need people with fishing and outdoors experience, offering new
perspectives and ideas to the team. Next we would need people with a marketing background, to
be able to market and advertise the app. Lastly we would need financial specialists to process
payments, complete payroll and billings, and work with the company’s balance statements.

Financial Highlights and/or MBV Outcomes

Fly Guide is in the idea stage, with hopes of being developed in the summer of 2023 and
launching in the summer of 2024.

The graph above shows the amount of users needed to reach revenues of $1,000,000 who are

subscribed to Fly Guide Premium at $7.99 a month. Which equates to 125,000 subscribers yearly,

10,417 monthly, 2,359 weekly, and 343 daily. To fully develop Fly Guide with an in-app store,

location services, media, and memory, a rough estimation is around $550,000.



Consumer Problem Proof

Fly Fishing can be incredibly difficult, even the most experienced fishermen can
struggle finding the right fly to use. Not being able to find the right fly not only prevents
you from catching fish, but it also wastes your time while having to continuously tie on
new flys. With Fly Guide we help eliminate that problem! Using Fly Guide, fishermen
can help other fishermen out by leaving notes on what fly they used to catch fish at a
specific location, date, and time. Cause’ everyone wants to catch fish! With over 7
million fly fishermen in the United States and increasing every year, stop wasting your
time and start using Fly Guide to maximize your fishing experience.

● Mobile App
● No signal required
● Customizable fly design
● Easy and friendly user base

Free to download on the App and Google Play Store

Before a fly fisherman's line can  be cast into the water

there are hours of preparation. The first thing the fly

fisherman has to do is go to a local fly shop to obtain

knowledge on what flies to purchase for the destination

they're going to. Once they’ve arrived at their fishing spot,

they then have to decide what fly to tie on. Finally they’re

then ready to cast their line into the water and start fishing!

However, after over 50 casts, they haven't caught anything

and have to tie on a new fly. This is the scenario that every fly

fisherman runs into wasting countless hours trying to figure

out what fly will work. Currently there’s no solution to this

problem, and there’s on way around having to continuously

tie on new flies.  Using Fly Guide, fishermen will be able to

acquire knowledge on what flies to purchase and use before

their trip even begins, saving them time and money.

The target persona is anyone who fly fishes, ranging

from novice to expert fishermen. As stated above all fly

fishermen run into the problem of figuring out what to use, so



our target persona is broad. Fly Guide would be focused on serving our community as a

whole, not catering towards a specific customer.  There are approximately 8 million fly

fishermen in the United States and increasing every year, so the opportunity to capitalize

on assisting them is there.

Product Problem Proof

Fly Guide is designed to help fishermen catch more fish while saving them time and

money in the process. There are other apps that offer fish finding, mapping, migration

patterns, and fly information, but none that recommend what fly to use at a specific

location, date, or time. Fly Guide is currently in the concept stage, with hopes of being

developed in the summer of 2023 and launching in summer of 2024. Fly Guide in the app

format is most optimal because of the convenience it offers, being able to be used

anywhere and capabilities of reaching greater numbers of people. Fly Guide is a location

based app allowing the user to view maps and waterways viewing notes at any location.

Other features include, an in app store, customizable display options, fish spawning and

migration information, tutorials on tying flies, and Your Memories- a yearly playback of

locations and fish you caught. All of these features deliver a more personal experience,

while helping the user catch more fish and save more time and money. One main

development risk Fly Guide could face are patent issues. Other apps have been made



using  features and technology similar to Fly Guide, but ultimately Fly Guide is different

and superior.

Market Problem Proof

The fly fishing industry has been continuously growing over the last decade. The

lure of top water fishing with a unique rod type has been consistently bringing in new

anglers to fly fishing. However, to be able to fly fish has been becoming incredibly

expensive. Every year the prices for gear, rods, lures, flies, etc have been increasing. So

unfortunately, not everyone can afford to go fly fishing. That is why it is imperative that

there is either new technologies made or prices decrease or else the industry will lose

thousands of potential anglers and customers. The Fly fishing industry is roughly a $750

million dollar market. Fly Guide believes we can initially reach about 10% of the total

market with hopes of 30-40% further down the line. All 50 U.S states have fly fishermen

located in them with countless fly fishing locations, and each state offers a unique fly

fishing experience with different fish species. The top fly fishing states with the most fly

fishermen according to multiple sources across the web are: 1. Colorado, 2. Montana, 3.

Idaho. Ideally Fly Guide will target these three states more as they hold a bigger market

segment with more fishermen. Currently, Fly Guide’s main competitor is Fishbrain-a

fishing app similar to Fly Guide where fishermen can chat online sharing spots, bait,

pictures, dates, etc.



Fly Guide and Fishbrain share many similar features and characteristics. However,

Fishbrain is more centered around all types of fishing with limited information on all types.

Fly guide is solely centered around Fly fishing, with improved recommendations and more

detailed information at specific locations, dates and times making Fly Guide enter the

market as a differentiator.

Business Model Problem Proof

Reviewing the MBV analysis, to reach a revenue of $1,000,000 with a Fly Guide

Pro subscription at $7.99 per month there would need to be 343 subscribers per day,

2,359 per week, 10,417 per month, and 125,000 per year. In order to reach our goal of



$1,000,000 in revenue our business model is centered around building a community. To be

able to build a strong community Fly Guide will focus on advertising our app through

fishing influencers and partnering with major outlets such as G. Loomis and Orvis. By

utilizing them we will then focus on building our community through their followers. Once

we have our set community, we will then continue to grow it by listening to our consumers

and attentively adapting towards their wants and needs. In order to increase our

subscriber base a few consumer questions are incredibly vital: 1. How much money do you

spend on fly fishing? 2. How much time do you spend tying on flies? 3. Do you do other

forms of fishing? These questions give imperative data

which allows Fly Guide cater towards our consumers

giving them the best experience based off of the data

that has been collected. If we are not able to reach our

yearly subscriber goal, then we won't be able to reach

our target of $1,000,000 in revenue.

Fly Guide’s target consumer is titled- “The Fly

Fisherman.” The Fly Fisherman is anyone who fly fishes,

as Fly Guide wants to capture the entire market. Our

target consumer wants to be able to catch more fish

while also saving time and money. By using Fly Guide, the

consumer can achieve their wants and needs by viewing

what flies are recommended beforehand. When our

consumers start to see the desired performance from the

App helping them, that is when we hope that Fly Guide

Premium looks more attractive to subscribe to. Our

consumer will be able to transactionally interact with our

product by purchasing Fly Guide Premium, which offers

more and enhanced features within the app, and through

our in-app store. Currently Fly Guide’s main competitor

is Fishbrain which also offers the same premium pricing

strategy. However Fly Guide Pro is offered at a lower

price and is highly focused on one form of fishing. We

found it essential to offer Fly Guide Pro at a lower price

to attract more consumers while also recognizing that

Fly Fishing is becoming more and more expensive.



Operations/Commercialization Problem Proof

In order to bring Fly Guide from the concept stage to

the development stage, the first thing that has to be

done is raising enough money to develop the app. After

adding up all of the features within Fly Guide, a rough

estimation of the app development is around $550,000.

To be able to raise the money, Fly Guide intends to focus

on targeting major fishing outlets and influencers as

potential investors to build early relationships. Once

the money is raised, Fly Guide will have to contract with

multiple other companies to develop individual features

within the app. After the app is developed, Fly Guide will

have to go through a testing

phase. Making sure the app

functions and runs properly.

Finally, after the testing

phase is complete, the app

will be ready to make

available on the App and

Google Play stores.  One of

the most important

milestones is if enough

money is able to be raised.

Meaning if $550,000 is

raised, there is evidence to

believe that Fly Guide can be

developed and can become  a successful

app.



Resource Problem  Proof

One of the most important resources to get Fly Guide off the line is outside

knowledge and advice. There are still many questions that Fly Guide needs answered,

such as:

People Product Development Logistics

What types of
people need to be
hired to build a
successful team?

What will happen if
Fly Guide doesn’t
function the way it’s
supposed to?

Who will Fly Guide
contract to develop
individual features
of the app?

How much money
will it cost to run the
app monthly/yearly?

Who will be the
main investors
targeted and how
much will they
contribute?

How do we make
the product stand
out from the
competition?

If the money can’t
be raised, what
happens next?

Is it possible for Fly
Guide to lose more
money than initially
invested?

What people need
to be reached out to
advertise the app?

How fast will the
app need to be
changed based on
feedback?

How long will it take
to develop the app?

How many people
need to be using the
app to make it
viable?

In order for the business model to work, relationships need to be created with fishing

outlets and the most prominent fly fishing influencers. Being that our business model is

centered around building a community, the best way to do that is by building our

community through them. Ideally, Fly Guide will be able to form partnerships with these

outlets and influencers, inspiring fishing challenges, tournaments, new fly creations, and

much more. Because Fly Guide is in the app format, one of the biggest foreseeable

challenges once developed is actually getting people to download the app. The “kickoff

stage” of the app is always the hardest to get through. There could be months where Fly

Guide doesn’t see a noticeable increase in users. What’s important is not letting that get

discouraging and to continue building the community. What Fly Guide does differently

compared to the competition, is focusing on a single form of fishing and continually

building on that single form. In response to Fly Guide entering the market, the competition

could start copying us and putting more emphasis on individual fishing forms and

recommendations. This in turn could take potential consumers from us, hurting us



financially. If Fly Guide doesn’t achieve our goals, our partners reputation could be hurt,

and our investors could lose their money. Obviously this would be avoided at all costs, as

Fly Guide’s reputation would be ruined and wouldn’t be able to financially recover. To be

able to fully develop the app, the rough estimate is $550,000, and acquiring that amount

of money is the first and most crucial milestone.

Goals Resources Cost

Raise $550,000 to be able
to fully develop Fly Guide

Computer software
consulting

$550,000 to be able to fully
develop app

Have 125,000 subscribers
by end of year 1

Fly fishing influencers and
outlets

Roughly $350 to run the
app monthly once
developed

Recommendation

After creating Fly Guide, the concept has the capability of being brought to life. The

next step would be raising $550,000 to be able to fund the development of the app. Fly

Guide would have to find investors to be able to reach these funds, and would be targeting

fishing outlets and influencers to build relationships early. Once the money has been

raised, next Fly Guide will have to  find and contract companies to code and develop the

app. This process will definitely be lengthy, as Fly Guide still has many unanswered coding

and development questions. After the app has been coded and developed, there then has

to be a testing phase. Making sure that the app functions properly. Finally when the green

light comes on the app will be released on the App and Google Play stores. However in the

near term, raising the $550,000 poses the biggest challenge. Being that fly fishing is

already a nice form of fishing, finding investors could be an obstacle.



Concept Portfolio

This graph shows the geographical distribution of fly fishing participants in the

United States in 2016. The data is useful to Fly Guide because it shows where more fly

fishermen are and can help Fly Guide determine which areas of the U.S should be more

focused on.



This graph shows the number of fly fishermen in the U.S from 2006 to 2016. The

data can be useful to Fly Guide as it confirms fly fishing is a growing industry with millions

of people participating.



This graph shows the interest over time in species of fish. The data can be useful to

Fly Guide as it can show us which species are searched more and can help us cater our

recommendations better.

App Walkthrough:



1. After opening the app the user will be prompted with a loading screen showing the

Fly Guide logo

2. Once the app has finished loading, the user will then be prompted with a create an

account page

3. When the user has created an account they will then be able to view the home

screen and view and search maps.

4. After searching for a lake/river on maps, the user will then be able to view that

location's notes or leave their own note for that location.

5. When selecting the “My Notes” tab the user will be able to view all of the notes

they’ve left at all locations

Presentation Slides










